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2019/2020
Online Entry Judging Criteria

Judging Criteria- On Line Entry
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Earning Points
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Video
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Video Appearance (max. 5 points): To score points in this category
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sound like an ambassador. You must be stylishly and attractively dressed (for some
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Video: Knowledge of Angostura®(max. 5 points): To earn points you’ll need to
demonstrate your knowledge of Angostura®, the company, its’ bitters, its’ rum and its’
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amaro.
Video: Knowledge of Bitters/Rum/Amaro (max. 5 points): You’ll also need to demonstrate
your knowledge of the bitters, rum and amaro categories in general.

Written Submission
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Your written submission must not exceed 200 words. In it you

must answer the question —
“State your opinion on whether the future of rum drinks is in tiki bars, in general cocktail
bars, or in regular bars”.
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Written - Knowledge of Bitters/Rum/Amaro (max. 25 points): You must also show your
knowledge of the bitters, rum and amaro categories in general.

Losing Points/Penalties
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Video Submission: Rum Cocktail
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Minus 5 points: If any ingredient not listed in the submitted recipe is used

Disqualification Criteria - Rum Cocktail – Video Submission
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Competitors will be disqualified if:
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